Strategies to Achieve Maximum MES Benefts in Your Plant
Manufacturers of all sizes have realized the benefts of adding technology to their plant foor
and are exploring the new functonalites that MES (Manufacturing Executon Systems) provide
to their operatonss However, the world of MES has grown exponentally and many companies
are struggling to take advantage of these new capabilitess Understanding what functonality is
available and how MES can impact your manufacturing can be complicateds Tutelar
Technologies, a leading provider of plant foor sofware solutons, has seen a lot of growth both
inside and outside the traditonal large OEM/Tier 1 markets and have worked with our
customers to implement strategies to add advanced MES capabilites to their plant foor that
deliver big impacts with lower investments
MES includes a wide range of functonality, from intmate process control (scanning,
sequencing, tool and equipment control), to behavioral control (work instructons, quality
alerts, check lists), reportng (traceability Birth
Certfcates,

producton

reports,

OEE/

downtme), MRP/ERP integraton (scheduling,
‘backfushh, BOM import), and mores Many
companies specialize in one or two of these
areas and can provide efectve solutonss
However, this approach ofen leads to ‘islands
of automatonh where customers must integrate multple soluton providers to achieve a
cohesive plant foor systems Our customers appreciate that Tutelarhs Ujigami sofware suite has
the complete range of dock-to-dock functonality which allows them to grow their scale and
functonality over tme within one cohesive systems
The key to a successful MES strategy is to fin the right startig poiit that has the poteital for
the biggest impact oi your busiiess. At Tutelar, we work with our customers to frst solve their
biggest manufacturing challenges – demonstrate a rapid ROI and achieve the satsfacton of
eliminatng a problem area that they have been fghtng for months or yearss The following
strategies are examples of how our customers have found the right startng point for their MES
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implementatons, and have since grown to include Ujigami sofware in all areas of their
manufacturings

The Core Process Strategy
This strategy has been very successful as a method of low inital investment, while having a
substantal impact on improving performances It involves identfying a core manufacturing
process and implementng MES functonality to control and mistake-proof that process to drive
out waste, scrap, non-productve elements, and downtmes For example, one of Tutelarhs midsize engine manufacturers was experiencing issues involving their core torque processess They
were under pressure from their OEM customers to reduce warranty costss Their inital soluton
was to upgrade their tool sofware, but afer consideraton of their optons they realized this
would only be a patch and would not also address other issuess With Tutelarhs consultaton,
they chose six key statons of their main assembly line to add Ujigami MES - work instructons,
torque control, process sequencing, component mistake-proofng, and operator certfcatons
Afer a few months their warranty claims were dramatcally reduced, and the decision was
made to invest further in Ujigami to scale the functonality across the rest of the lines
Less than two years later, the customer has added Ujigami completely across all of their
assembly lines and processes including sub-assembly and testng, and are currently adding
additonal reportng and component kitng
functonalitys Ujigami has become such an
essental part of their manufacturing that they
now use Ujigami MES to train new hires on a
mini producton line in the training rooms The
visual quality improvements highlight their
advanced capabilites to visitors and have led to
signifcant new business opportunitess
The Core Process implementaton strategy drives results by delivering improvements to the key
manufacturing process that impacts daily plant performances The following implementaton
strategies are equally efectve in improving productvity and quality, while reducing costs
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The New Project Strategy
One of the most common strategies our customers use to implement MES is to include MES on
a new project, such as a new sub-assembly area, a new model launch, or a new assembly lines
This strategy has several advantagess First, by including MES as part of advanced planning, our
customers are able to devote more tme and thought into the manufacturing requirements and
what functonality will ensure the new projecths successs This manufacturing plan aids in the
decision-making process when choosing a vendor and helps establish efectve tmeliness
Secondly, by including Tutelar early in the process our customers beneft from our industrywide expertse, specifcally in choosing the best tools and equipment for the projects We ofen
help lower the capital investment required for the project because Ujigami sofware provides
advanced mistake-proofng and intelligent controls for the lines Ujigami MES also manages key
process gates that usually lack technical controls, such as how repairs and defects are handled,
how producton schedules are created and distributed, and managing fnal verifcaton and
pack-outs
A good example of this strategy is one of Tutelarhs OEM customers who manufactures
recreatonal vehicless Three years ago, this customer was adding a new assembly line to
manufacture a brand new model of of-road vehicles While this customer was already an awardwinning plant for their assembly practces, the
high velocity capabilites of the new vehicle
dictated that this assembly process be fawless;
it required intmate MES process and quality
controls

Afer

a

lengthy

decision-making

endeavor, this OEM chose Ujigami for the
extensive real-tme technical control of all
machines and devices, comprehensive traceability, and fexibility and ease-of-use of the systems
While this project was not originally meant to be part of a larger corporate MES strategy, the
line quickly demonstrated that Ujigami represents the next generaton of manufacturing
capabilitys The success of the line encouraged our customer to make Ujigami a part of all new
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project and Contnuous Improvement plannings They have scaled Ujigami functonality into
their other legacy assembly lines and into sister facilitess

The Producton Reportng Strategy
Another strategy that is successful for Tutelarhs customers has been to add MES reportng
functonality as a layer on top of current producton to improve the transparency to their
manufacturings Some customers approach Tutelar with the understanding they need MES in a
modern manufacturing environment, but either are very labor-centric with few tools to deploy
MES control, or have simple processes where the control is not requireds In these cases, our
customers have benefted from choosing our Ujiboard World Class Manufacturing soluton
which provides detailed producton OEE reportng and visibility of what is occurring on the plant
foor in real-tmes A typical implementaton focuses on the ‘pay-pointh statons of a process or
assembly lines Ujiboard tracks cycle tme, producton counts, and automatcally records
downtme eventss This informaton is automatcally delivered to operators, scoreboards and
management reports that provide our customers the ultmate transparency into their
manufacturings
Shortly afer Ujiboard was added to our sofware suite six years ago, we were selected by a
manufacturer of metal stampings, weldments, and assembliess This customer has a large
variety of pressing, castng, welding, and minor
assembly processess They were impressed by
the visibility and producton tracking capabilites
of Ujiboard and decided to trial Ujiboard in one
producton areas Within the frst six months of
implementng Ujiboard, OEE increased by over
10%s This improvement was achieved by
focusing improvement eforts on the critcal few
issues instead of wastng tme sortng through
the

extraneous

manys

Operators

and

supervisors track their performance in real-tme
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using Ujiboard scoreboards, constantly striving to beat the targetss Issues are quickly identfed
as they occur and additonal technical resources are immediately assigned as requireds Since
then they have made even more improvement by using Ujiboard results to improve process
capability and have added Ujiboard to every producton area in the plants

MES Drives Results
Manufacturing
important

and

Executon
vital

Systems
part

of

are

an

modern

manufacturing in every industrys Like any new
project, successful implementaton of an MES
system involves planning and strategys There
are many efectve strategies to achieve the
benefts of a comprehensive MESs Tutelar prides
ourselves on assistng potental customers in selectng the best approach, and helping
implement and integrate Ujigami to make a signifcant diference in every manufacturing plants
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